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Abstract For over a decade, cheminformatics has contributed to a wide array of scientific tasks from analytical
chemistry and biochemistry to pharmacology and drug discovery; and although its contributions to decision making are
recognized, the challenge is how it would contribute to faster
development of novel, better products. Here we address the
future of cheminformatics with primary focus on innovation.
Cheminformatics developers often need to choose between
‘‘mainstream’’ (i.e., accepted, expected) and novel, leadingedge tools, with an increasing trend for open science. Possible futures for cheminformatics include the worst case
scenario (lack of funding, no creative usage), as well as the
best case scenario (complete integration, from systems
biology to virtual physiology). As ‘‘-omics’’ technologies
advance, and computer hardware improves, compounds will
no longer be profiled at the molecular level, but also in terms
of genetic and clinical effects. Among potentially novel
tools, we anticipate machine learning models based on free
text processing, an increased performance in environmental
cheminformatics, significant decision-making support,
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as well as the emergence of robot scientists conducting automated drug discovery research. Furthermore,
cheminformatics is anticipated to expand the frontiers of
knowledge and evolve in an open-ended, extensible manner,
allowing us to explore multiple research scenarios in order to
avoid epistemological ‘‘local information minimum trap’’.
Keywords Machine learning  Drug discovery  Data
mining  Semantic web technologies  Forecast support 
Decision-making tools

Introduction
In his 1669 opus, Ars Magna Sciendi, the seven-teenth
century scientist (and alchemist) Athanasius Kircher [1]
explored combinatorics in a non-mathematical way, by
devising an ‘‘universal diagram for the formation of
questions about every possible subject’’ (Fig. 1, retrieved
from [2]). Fast forward about 330 years, and we’re in the
process of combinatorial exploration of large numbers of
chemicals as devices to query proteins. Indeed, series of
small molecules binding to a macromolecule represent a
chemist’s way to interrogate that target and extract information about its binding site(s) and mode of action.
The demand for computation in chemistry informatics
increased by three to five orders of magnitude between the
late 1980s and late 1990s, which makes combinatorial
chemistry and high throughput screening the strongest
driving forces between increased innovation and funding in
cheminformatics [3]. This was paralleled by significant
improvements in computational power, algorithmic developments, and increased inter-personal communication
(fueled by the internet). The magnitude and complexity of
these changes are likely to render today (late 2011) any
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Fig. 1 Combinatorial diagram from Artis Magna Sciendi, Chapter
IV, Amsterdam 1669, by Athanasius Kircher, page 18. The text of the
diagram (in Latin) is ‘‘Typus universalis, omnibus de quacunque re
proposita questionibus formandis, aptus’’ [2]

predictions about the future of computer-aided molecular
design made in 1985, if such predictions are on record,
seem naı̈ve.
Therefore, any discussion about the future of cheminformatics or the next 25 years of computer-aided molecular
design has to take into consideration the multiplicity of
driving forces behind innovation. Certain aspects, such as
societal and economic factors, as well as hardware, computer science and nanoscience developments, are beyond
the topic of this discussion. In the same way, we will
not address the growing role of chemistry informatics in
education, since the use of computers in chemistry, computer-based chemical structure manipulation and chemical
synthesis planning via computers are becoming ubiquitous.
Yet, the above factors are just as likely to shape the outcome as those that we, as community, are more likely to
influence: the evolution of public and private sectors that
are likely to demand chemistry services based on computational and algorithmic technologies, as well as our ability
to influence the products emerging from such activities. So
before envisioning the future, we will address innovation
and its lasting role on the impact of cheminformatics on
society.

Predictions are difficult, especially about the future
Take the above quote, for example. Although widely
attributed to Niels Bohr, there are no less than 25 authors
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and four anonymous sources to which the quote has been
attributed, from Confucius to Yogi Berra, and including
Albert Einstein [4]. This illustrates how predictions can be
difficult, even when they concern the past; more to the
subject, they illustrate how (good) ideas are often likely to
follow a diffuse path, one that makes it difficult to observe
the ‘‘first author’’ principle. Even more to the point, most
software tools in cheminformatics, and indeed innovation
per se, are likely to follow the same algorithms (e.g., in
calculating partial charges or chemical similarity), observe
similar workflows (e.g., 1D database queries followed by
structure–activity analyses and selection of novel candidates for experimental testing), and obey similar principles
(e.g., natural products vs. ‘‘synthetics’’, the quest for novelty and intellectual property potential).
Though marketed by several, highly innovative companies, these tools are far from being on a divergent path.
Rather, there is a significant cross-pollination trend in
cheminformatics, for example the ability to compare molecules using molecular interaction fields and shape similarity, or the use of linear notation languages and derivative
features to represent chemical structures and reaction
queries are features present in several packages. It is safe to
state that the cheminformatics community observes the
‘‘best-in-class’’, rather than the ‘‘first-in-class’’ (firstauthor) principle, albeit confounded by the ‘‘free-to-use’’
vs. ‘‘for-fee’’ aspect. Given the choice, the community is
likely to migrate towards fast-and-efficient, open access
cheminformatics tools—situation that is occasionally
challenged by the existence of granted patents and by the
emergence of completely novel, unique technologies.
Beyond inter-operability, data formatting and controlled
vocabularies, this discussion on innovation centers on the
ability of cheminformatics software to perform a highly
diverse set of tasks. From analytical chemistry and biochemistry to immunology and toxicology, not to mention
pharmacology and drug discovery, software designed for
computer-aided molecular design needs to address a multitude of tasks that range from machine learning, database
storage, archive and retrieval, to virtual screening, quantum
mechanics, and biopolymer modeling—to mention a few
(exhaustively covered [5]). Between profit and innovation,
wide-spread vs. elitist usage, cheminformatics companies
often walk a fine line amid ‘‘mainstream’’ (i.e., accepted,
expected) and novel, leading-edge tools. While such
innovation is observed in the academic sector, and often
contributed as open-source, open-access software, there is
often not enough reliability and stability within strictly
academic software—although incentives and funding in
this area are increasing. This latter aspect alone, availability of funding (or lack thereof) is potentially the single
most restrictive factor to influence the future of
cheminformatics.
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Of possible futures
To speculate about the future of science in the current
economic climate is to embrace a truly positive vision of
the future, one that ignores the perils of diminishing
funding across the entire industrial sector that employs
cheminformatics practitioners, as well as the lack of clearcut funding sources for cheminformatics at the U.S.
National Institutes of Health and the E.U. Framework
Programmes, to name a few.
Worst case scenario
Cheminformatics software will witness limited improvement over the next decades, and no disruptive, truly
innovative events are in store. Related to this scenario,
there is also the possibility that software and scientific tools
develop in truly novel and unexpected directions, but the
workforce that practices cheminformatics gradually
diminishes, and is reduced to an unimaginative role.
Best case scenario
High value compound design is implemented in major
industrial sectors, from agriculture to flavor and fragrance,
from pharmaceutical to material science. As data accumulates and translates into knowledge, this in itself is
likely to fuel the discovery of novel tools for visualization,
integration, processing and knowledge. The roots of such a
scenario rely on systems chemical biology [6], which aims
to develop tools for integrated chemical–biological data
acquisition, filtering and processing, by taking into account
relevant information related to interactions between proteins and small molecules, possible metabolic transformations of small molecules, as well as associated information
related to genes, networks, small molecules, and, where
applicable, mutants and variants of those proteins [7].
Within the systems chemical biology framework, the user
is expected to dynamically monitor the effects of perturbations on networked systems (pathways), whereby biochemical and pharmacological events are altered (and
monitored) over time. Bioactivity and target integration
[8], coupled with pathway simulations for biochemical and
pharmacological processes and knowledge-based association of drug side effects to novel targets [9, 10] will enable
the extension of systems chemical biology from cellular to
organ and organism processes, whereby these tools will be
integrated into the virtual physiological human [11].
Advances in proteomics, metabolomics, metagenomics and
other –omics sciences, combined with ‘‘next generation’’
sequencing [12] are expected to benefit from cheminformatics support, quite likely combined with bioinformatics,
computational chemical biology and other computational
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techniques. We will no longer evaluate the bioactivity
profile of a chemical at the molecular level, but rather we
will investigate biomedical knowledge with the integration
of genetic polymorphisms [13] and clinical effects [14].

Tools we would like today, but are willing to wait for
On computational speed
By late 2012, the 64-bit GPUs from Nvidia will supersede
current CPUs in terms of computing power by as much as
two orders of magnitude. More cheminformatics software
is being ported on the GPU platform, and our ability to
perform cheminformatics research on highly-accurate
electronic densities (pre-calculated with quantum chemistry software) will dramatically improve. Some of these
GPU technologies are likely to result in marked improvements over current pharmacophore and fingerprint technologies. As quantum computing technologies evolve, the
speed of computation is likely to improve even further. It is
conceivable that ‘‘quantum fingerprints’’ or perhaps
‘‘dynamic quantum fingerprints’’ (taking into account relativistic effects, as well as multiple tautomeric and protomeric states) will greatly outperform existing (and nearfuture) technologies, for a net improvement in computing
accuracy and precision.
Free text derived machine learning models
For now, it is rather difficult to process large bodies of free
text (e.g., scientific publications, approved drug labels,
blogs) and extract information that is relevant and pertinent
to molecular discovery. Such technologies, presumably
combining multiple controlled vocabularies and ontologies
for e.g., biological assays [15] and chemical-biological
interactions [16] in a semantic-web manner [17], are likely
to enable machine learning processing and statistical model
generation much the same way as we currently obtain from
large numerical datasets. These technologies, likely to rely
on human curation [18] as well as automation are expected
to enable novel associations and conclusions. An EU-funded initiative, OpenPHACTS [19], is already exploring
some of these aspects.
Environmental cheminformatics
It is of current interest for the society at large to examine
the link between environmental exposure and human
health. In the modern society, man is exposed to a large
array of environmental chemicals, inherently present in
food, cosmetics, medicines, as well as pollutants present in
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air, water and foodstuff, among others. Although many of
these chemicals are present at a low concentration (i.e.,
below the threshold of toxicological concern in risk
assessment), their combination can potentially affect
human health and explain non-inherent genetic diseases
such as infertility [20], metabolic disorders [21] and lung
cancer [22]. Perhaps using similar approaches to the prediction of drug–drug interactions [23], more general
‘‘chemical–chemical interaction’’ tools (here referring to
their effects in living organisms, not to chemistry and
physics) would be extremely valuable in risk assessment.
One challenge for such studies is the integration of quantitative data monitored cautiously taking into account the
concentration of chemicals but also time of exposure and
period of life [24]. The field of predictive environmental
cheminformatics is likely to grow within a collaborative
framework [25], since current REACH legislation (regulation on registration, evaluation, authorization and
restriction of chemicals [26]) mandates the in silico evaluation of chemicals within the EU. If successful, this type
of regulation is likely to be mandated by other countries.
Forecast support
Extending the role of machine learning and chemistrybased informational systems, such technologies might
become ubiquitous in our effort to reduce the synthesis cost
of making approved drugs (i.e., computer-assisted chemical production) and to reduce the environmental impact of
chemical reagents; they may assist with optimizing the
selection of active pharmaceutical ingredients during the
process of formulating new drug combinations; indeed, our
capability to handle mixtures and perform cheminformatics
at the ‘‘fixed’’ and ‘‘unspecified’’ mixture level is likely to
evolve. Such forecast support systems could be used in
evidence-based medicine, to evaluate hazard, environmental and chemical warfare agents, and are likely to assist
decision makers to reduce risk of exposure, support and
improve legislative and societal demands.
The automation of drug discovery
Robot scientists [27] will use computer-aided molecular
and synthesis design, coupled for example with flow-based
micro-reactor systems, plan and conduct biomolecular
screening and toxicity experiments, to identify novel, safe
chemicals—no doubt supported by systems chemical
biology within the virtual human context. These robots
would also process the medicinal chemistry and toxicology
literature corpus, seeking supplementary evidence to prioritize the ‘‘most likely’’ chemicals, and propose these for
proof-of-concept (first-in-man) experiments.
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Personalized drug discovery
In this embodiment, robot scientists would process
‘‘23andMe’’ [28] genomic information for particular individuals, comb through the biomedical literature corpus as
well as other on-line and for-fee resources (e.g., evidencebased medicine databases, clinical trial and drug label
information, etc.), to find the most appropriate pathways
that are susceptible to modulation via small molecules,
then conduct cheminformatics experiments and identify the
optimal combination of approved drugs (i.e., ‘‘drug repurposing’’ [29]) for any given ailment. Cheminformatics can
become a valuable tool in integrating personalized medicine [30] with systems medicine [31] at the chemical level.

Open-ended science
In an aptly named book, Horgan [32] postulates, quite
convincingly, that we are currently witnessing the end of
science: the frontiers of knowledge are harder to reach, and
according to Horgan most scientific disciplines will
become stagnant as their knowledge domain expands from
the ‘‘known known’’ to completely cover the ‘‘unknown
unknown’’ (discussed by Taleb [33]; see also Fig. 2). To a
great extent, ‘‘production cheminformatics’’ activities have
become routine (e.g., running 2D-based similarity queries
over the internet yields a number of hits for many input
molecules). However, ‘‘research cheminformatics’’ will
continue to expand, and will grow over the next decades.
At the edge of knowledge, we anticipate that cheminformatics is one of several technologies that can assist with
the expansion of the ‘‘bubble of knowledge’’ (Fig. 2). For
the sake of brevity, we illustrate the ‘‘chemical-target’’
concept; however, as the frontiers of knowledge as defined
by scientific activity expand, its exact meaning is likely to
evolve. Since computer-based systems have, de facto,
become the universal scientific support method and,
implicitly, the main operational tool for chemistry, cheminformatics remains an active, open-ended area of science
that is currently in expansion.
Faced with massive amounts of molecular property and
activity data, the average scientist involved in molecular
discovery is often confronted with the difficult choice of
making a priori some assumptions about the data, which
often implies that the research outcome is inherently related to the quality and type of data input. Akin to the ‘‘local
minimum trap’’ where one seeks the global minimum on an
energy landscape, this epistemological problem (if not
properly tested, any theory becomes a limitation of what
can be discovered), was recognized by Popper [34] among
others. It is supported by anecdotal behavior: Most occasional users do not bother to scroll down past the top
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Fig. 2 Cheminformatics and
the edge of knowledge. In this
diagram, ‘‘target’’ includes all
properties of potential interest
(agro-chemicals, flavor and
fragrance, pharmaceutical,
material science, etc.)

twenty hits offered by search engines on the Internet.
Likewise, inexperienced scientists are less likely to thoroughly investigate multiple, diverging options while conducting biomedical research. Such epistemological ‘‘local
information minimum trap’’ situations are likely to occur
when mining complex data. Using an integrative approach
based on knowledge and scaffold-based mining, we are
developing tools [35] within the Cytoscape [36] framework
that will enable end-users to build bioactivity-chemical
pattern networks, share them via a public setting (e.g.,
‘‘crowdsourcing’’ [37]). This, and similar tools, will make
possible the exploration of alternate hypotheses and multiple scenarios, given the constraints of available, as well as
high-confidence prediction, data and models. Thus, the
possible futures of cheminformatics are many, and their
evolution is likely to help us avoid local epistemological
information minima.
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